PHYSICS
26: Light and Matter
Just as we did for heat, let’
s describe light by the effects
it has on matter. When light
strikes matter, three things can
happen. Suppose you got up in
the middle of the night to go
to the bathroom, and because
you were kind of woozy, you
ran into the wall. There are
three things that could happen to you: (1) you could
bounce off the wall, (2) you
could go through the wall, or
(3) you could end up as part
of the wall. (I hate it when
that happens.) These are the
same things that can happen to
light. When it runs into matter it can get “bounced off,”
“passed through” or “soaked
up.” Of course, scientists don’
t like to use simple words like
“bounced off” so we make
up our own that sound much
more impressive. We say light
can be reflected (bounced
off), transmitted (passed
through), or absorbed (soaked
up).
First, light can be reflected. Even though light is not
matter, sometimes it acts a little like matter. It can “bounce”
off a particle as though it were
a particle itself. However, because it has no mass, it doesn’
t cause the particle it hits to
bounce. This tendency to
bounce we call reflection. An
example of reflection is the
light that bounces off us to hit
a mirror, then bounces off the
mirror right back to us, so that
we can see our own reflection.

Notice how well the water in this photograph reflects the light
from the trees. Oh! Did I say light from the trees? Do trees give off
light? No, the trees are reflecting the sun’s light. You see, reflection
is not a property that belongs only to mirrors (although mirrors do
reflect light very neatly). All objects reflect some amount of light.
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Second, light can be transmitted. This happens when the particles making up the matter don’t absorb or reflect the light very actively. The light then gets passed through, although somewhat changed.
For example, light traveling through air hits a glass of water and its direction changes slightly. When it
gets to the other side of the glass of water and moves back into the air, it changes its direction slightly
again. This change in direction we call refraction. Different substances refract light to different extents. A refractometer is an instrument that is used to determine the extent to which light is bent by a
given substance. Using this instrument we can identify an unknown substance by how much it bends
light.
Third, light can be absorbed by particles. This means that the light is converted to other forms of
energy so that the particles increase in their potential or kinetic energy. For an atom, this might mean
that: the electrons move faster and assume a greater distance from the nucleus, the atom vibrates
faster, the atom reacts with other atoms more readily, or heat is given off from interactions between atoms. Notice that this obeys the rules of energy—that it is never used up, but only changes forms. The
light energy is no longer light, but some combination of electron potential energy, particle vibration
energy, chemical bond energy and heat energy.
Whether light is absorbed, reflected or transmitted depends on two things: what material it strikes,
and how energetic the light is. Let’s use air for an example. Do you know what happens to light when
it hits air? Well, because we can see visible light through the air, a lot of light must pass right through.
But also notice that air gets warm as the light passes through. This is because some of the energy is

A photometer is a device that uses light absorption and transmission to determine the amount of a lightabsorbing substance in a liquid. A liquid sample containing the substance is placed into the photometer. A
light beam is split into two parts. One part goes through the sample and the other is used for comparison.
Each of the two beams then strikes a light detector. The detector, called a phototube, converts the light
energy to electrical energy. The electrical energy from each beam is measured by a meter. Since the two
lights come from the same source, any difference between the two electrical signals is the result of the
sample material being in the light path. If a scientist knows how much light is absorbed by the substance
being measured, he can calculate how much of that substance is in the sample.
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transferred to the air particles. These particles heat up and increase their motion,
causing friction as the particles interact,
which in turn produces more heat. So
some of the light is transmitted, and some
of it is absorbed to be converted to heat.
Some of the light is also reflected. If we
were standing on the moon, we would
be able to see the Earth because the sun’
s light reflects off the Earth and its atmosphere.
It’s a good thing the atmosphere reflects some of the sun’s light or we would
all roast. The sun produces enough energetic light to kill us if it were not for the
protection we get from the atmosphere.
The most damaging light to us is the ultraviolet light. Fortunately for us, this is
the light that is reflected most effectively
by the atmosphere.
The energy or color of light also affects its refraction. Higher-energy light
has a greater tendency to bend than does
lower-energy light. This is why the bending of light through a glass or plastic
prism results in a spectrum. The colors in
the spectrum are separated with the violet
light having been refracted the most, then
indigo, then blue, then green, then yellow, then orange, then red. On the other
hand, while high-energy light tends to be
refracted, low-energy light tends to be
absorbed. This absorption makes matter
warm up, as we described earlier. For
this reason, red is a “hot” color compared
with blue or violet. Heaters glow with
red light and red light bulbs give off a lot
of heat. It’s the infrared rays of the sun
that penetrate through the atmosphere to
the Earth that warm it the most, while
most of the ultraviolet rays that could kill
us bounce off the outer atmosphere into
space. We say that red is the most penetrating component of visible light, while
violet is the most scattered component.

When a particle of matter, such as this electron, is struck
by light, the light is absorbed by the particle and the
energy is converted to other forms. One of those forms is
the kinetic energy (energy of motion) of the particle.

Exercises:
1. Will ultraviolet light be bent more or less than
violet?
2. How about infrared as compared with red?
3. If you wanted to get warm after being outside
in the winter and all you had were three light
bulbs that produced yellow, blue or red light,
which would you use?
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